Life: A Required Course

Disc 1 (1:08:51)
1 Introduction: “A Required Course” (5:27)
2 The Curriculum: Our Script (4:32)
3 Change: Form versus Content (8:35)
4 The Only Meaningful Change (11:32)
5 Making Gentle Changes with the Teacher of Gentleness: Rounding off Life’s Phrases (5:34)
6 The Purpose of the Classroom: To Learn We Are Forgiven (5:57)
7 Question: Being Kind, Gentle, and Peaceful (6:09)
8 Question: The Script Writer (2:49)
9 Question: Why is the dream (“life”) necessary? (8:41)
10 Question: Why is the material world necessary? (5:38)
11 Question: Why such a defense? (3:52)

Disc 2 (49:28)
1 Question: Special Relationship with Breathing (3:08)
2 Questions: Dreams and Parallel Universes (The Little Hindrance [T-26.V.3:5]) (6:02)
   The Arrogance of Trying to Change the Dream
3 The Happy Dream (T-18.V.1:5-6) (9:47)
4 Question: Playing the Same Notes Over and Over (The Little Hindrance [T-26.V.13:1]) (4:22)
5 Only God’s plan for salvation will work. (W-pI.71.2:1-2) (5:43)
6 W-pI.71.2:3-5 (9:57)
7 W-pI.71.3 (4:47)
8 W-pI.71.4 (5:39)

Disc 3 (53:15)
1 Are Changes Required in the Life Situation of God’s Teachers? (M-9.1:1) (8:38)
2 M-9.1:2-3 (4:52)
3 Accepting Our Life Situations as Our Classroom (5:21)
4 Non-Acceptance: Denying the Power of Our Mind (8:53)
5 M-9.1:4-9 (10:03)
6 Question/Comment: The Temptation of Expecting the Form to Change if We Do the Course Right (3:10)
7 Question: Misuse of Abilities (4:17)
8 “I Need Do Nothing” (5:15)
9 Question: What do we do with the fear? (2:42)

Disc 4 (46:07)
1 The Definition of Healing (P-2.VI.6:1-4,6) (7:27)
2 The Question of Payment (P-3.III.8:1-3) (6:23)
3 P-3.III.8:4-8 (7:26)
4 P-3.III.8:9-13 (5:36)
5 Question: Transferance and Counter-transferance (4:00)
6 Question: One Mind – One Dreamer (7:14)
7 Many Forms; One Correction (T-26.II.1:3-8; 8:4-6) (7:58)